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The new EU AVMS directive:

future-proofing TV-like services?

By Rex Winsbury
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The author would like to thank the Westmin-
ster Media Forum for allowing him to attend
a recent political-regulatory-industry seminar
held in London on this subject.

By the end of this year, the son of Television With-
out Frontiers, the new EU directive on AVMS

- Audio Visual Media Services - will come into force.
There will be a second reading of the directive in the
European Parliament during this autumn, and then
it passes into law. Political agreement was reached
last May, and no, in effect, it becomes the imple-
mentation stage.

EU member states, all 27 of them, will have up to
two year in which to put the new directive into force
at the national level. Some parts of the directive will
require new legislation by national governments,
some will not - varying from country to country. This
means that different bits of the directive may come
into force at different times.

The project was brought to fruition by Germany dur-
ing its presidency of the EU, after several years of
discussion and often heated wrangling. The final
wording of the directive is substantially different to
the wording of the
early drafts, and rep-
resents both a nar-
rowing of the scope
of the directive, to
give it better focus,
and the introduction
of new concepts in
EU media regulation.

There were forecasts
that the directive
might cause disputes
between broadcast-
ing companies, and
between industry and regulators. But in fact the
reaction to the final form of the directive has been
surprisingly favourable, given the inherently contro-
versial nature of the industry, and of regulation of it.
"Much better than it might have been", "if there must
be a directive at all, then it might as well be this
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one", "OK, but the devil may still be in the detail" are
the sort of reactions you hear.

The EU Commission, through the directive, seeks to
extend regulation from traditional linear one-to-many
television services (such as were the main focus of
the original Television Without Frontiers directive) to
the newer one-to-one video-an-demand services.
and to separate out programmes from the means of
their delivery. It also contains detailed definitions of
what types of services are. and are not, covered by
the directive. The most interesting sections of the
directive are the following.

Product placement

This has been the most controversial subject. and
the one that has brought the most comment. It is the
first time that product placement has been brought
within the ambit of European legislation, so is a real
innovation. The directive adopts the at-first-sight
peculiar tactic of. on the one hand. making product
placement illegal. but on the other hand making it
one of those areas where individual EU countries
can make their own rules under a so-called 'deroga-
tion' from the main directive.

In other words, it is an 'opt-in' sys-
tem. The effect is that any country
that wants to allow product place-
ment in TV and video services, can
do so. The UK, for example. has
hitherto banned product placement
in UK-made programmes, but now
it can be done, at least in principle,
since as yet there has been no
political pronouncement in the UK
on the subject.

But it opens the way. Contrarily, in
Spain, banks, telecommunications
companies and others already pay

for their products and symbols to be displayed in TV
broadcasts. Germany has seen a number of scan-
dals in this area on its domestic television services,
and has been a strong opponent of product place-
ment. (to next page)
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EU Infosoc Commissioner Viviane Reding

The reason for the elaborate procedure in the direc-
tive was that the EU was faced with a dilemma.
Some countries were and remain vehemently
opposed to product placement, other are not,
while at the same time TV programmes are being
imported into the EU from outside with products
embedded in them but not acknowledged, so that
the viewerl consumer is not aware that the products
shown have been ·placed'.

With such a divergence of views on the subject, and
the 'opt-in' system, there must be speculation about
how the 'country of origin' rule will apply in this area.

There was some dispute about how the consumer
should be alerted to the fact that a product had been
'placed' in return for money. Some wanted a symbol
to be flashed up on the screen whenever such a
product was shown.

However, the absurdity of this became obvious, and
the directive now stipulates a simple and neutral
statement at the beginning and end of a programme
to the effect that it contains 'placed' products. The
main concern is that the viewer should be perfectly
aware of the nature of the programme he or she is
watching. "Surreptitious" product placement should
be prohibited.
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The real pressure however for an agreed set of
rules about product placement has been the decline
of traditional spot advertising, and the need to gen-
erate new types of revenue to support audio-visual
services. There is argument as to how much new
revenue product placement will bring in.

Some say it will be a significant new revenue
stream. Others say it will be marginal, if still worth
having. Much may depend on the definition and
allowed scope of 'product placement' as it evolves.
'Product integration' might be a better phrase for it.

The directive stipulates that firm editorial control
must remain over the programme which contains
placed products, and no undue pressure may be
exercised by the product sponsor. But one matter
that will need to be cleared up is how the rules gov-
erning advertising will apply to product placement.
Again, alcohol is the test case. While some do not
see big budgets going into product placement, oth-
ers argue that a new revenue stream is needed to
help the development of programme and content
creation.

Product placement does not create the same almost
instant awareness that spot advertising can, but it
can support brand awareness. However, the Euro-
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pean Commission cites a recent (March 2007) inde-
pendent study which shows that global paid product
placement grew 37 per cent in 2006 and could grow
30 per cent in 2007.
Co-regulation

This is an interesting concept that may appear
at first sight self-contradictory. But the directive
acknowledges the possibility and desirability of
both self-regulation and co-regulation. That is all
part of the new move to a lighter touch in regula-
tory matters, reached after heated debate across
Europe about what exactly regulation is supposed to
achieve.

Co-regulation means (probably) that the state, or
its agents, retains the right to step in if it deems it
necessary, but that the main reliance would be on
self-regulation. It is seen as a "legal link" between
the traditional regulator and self-regulation. In other
words, state regulation would be a back-stop rather
than the main instrument.

Whether this means that existing regulatory sys-
tems will be stripped down to become back-stops,
remains to be seen. The initial focus seems to be
on new media and on-demand services, new areas
which have been setting up self-regulatory bodies
precisely in an effort to ward off external regulation.

So the emphasis in the directive on co-regulation
is, just like the complex rule on product placement,
essentially a way of steering an acceptable consen-
sus course between those who want freedom from
any regulation, for fear that regulation may stifle new
services, and those who
want to embrace new
media within the ambit of
traditional media regula-
tion.

What remains to be
worked out is exactly
how the self-regulatory
bodies will relate to the
state's back-stop pow-
ers. Here again, the devil
may be in the detail.
Some fear that, however
phrased, the directive by
existing at all, will encourage what they call 'regula-
tory creep'.

The level playing field

The directive claims as its main objective and
achievement the creation of a level playing field
between older and newer media, so that competition
between them can be carried on without legal ine-
qualities, and in a framework of certainty about what
is and is not allowed. Some welcome this so-called
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'neutralisation of platforms', in which the definition
of audio-visual media services is independent of the
method of transmission.

But in fact, the level playing field has been achieved
by adopting a two-tier approach (to mix metaphors).
On the one hand, there is a common set of base-
level rules for all media. On the other hand, there
are extra rules for the traditional linear media. What
is the justification for this? Once again, it seems to
be a clever quasi-political compromise.

Those who wanted no, or nearly no, regulation of
new non-linear media, for fear of their being stifled
and innovation throttled, can see the relative light-
ness of the new regulations compared to older linear
media. Those who cited unfair competition or the
potential abuses of new media, can see that there is
at least a base-set of rules that apply to everyone.

TV-like services

When it comes to definitions, some say that the law-
yers will have a field day. One of the key concepts
of the directive is that it should apply to TV services
and (from now on) "TV-like" services. This simple
phrase is meant both to describe (positively) the
new services to which the directive is supposed to
apply, and (negatively) the services to which it does
not apply. But is it, if simple, also too vague? What,
these days, is TV-like, and will TV be there in 5 or 10
year time to be "like"?

Helpfully, the directive does specify by name at least
some of the services to which it does not apply, and

this helps to clarify (negatively)
what "TV-like" actually means.
Bloggers, pod casters and oth-
ers had worried that they would
fall within the net of the direc-
tive, so that it would extend to,
say, YouTube or clips on estate
agents' websites.

But, for example, the on-line ver-
sions of newspapers and maga-
zines are excluded, as are ama-
teur or user-generated material
and social networking websites,
along with games of chance, lot-

teries, betting and other gambling services, on-line
games and search engines - essentially, activities
which are primarily non-commercial and do not
compete with traditional television broadcasting.
Thus, broadcasts devoted to gambling or games are
included.

But the fact remains that "TV-like" is a vague
expression that may be open to different interpreta-
tions between countries and over time. Its intention
may be clear, but its effect less so. If you believe,
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as many do, that the days of traditional linear lV
are numbered - ending perhaps at the final date of
digital switchover, the subject of a separate article
in this issue of Intermedia - then at best this phrase
has about a 5-year Iife-in-use. Then, say the critics,
its application will be impossible, as lV is delivered
not only on many platforms, but also in many differ-
ent shapes.

Inter-country disputes

The directive lays down guidelines about how dis-
putes should be setlled between EU countries when
one country complains about TV services beamed
to inhabitants from outside its borders but which
appear to contravene its national laws or regula-
tions.

The advertising of alcohol is a particularly touchy
issue in this respect (as in others). The directive
sticks firmly to the so-called 'country of origin' rule
in this, as in other contexts, and lays down quite
stiff barriers that a complainant has to pass in order
to stop the 'offending' service. Here, the principle
of free trade between EU countries is in effect
regarded as paramount.

The main barriers are that the complaining country
has to demonstrate that actual harm is being done
by the service (or advertising) complained about and
that the service was deliberately sited in the host
country (which regulates it under the 'country of ori-
gin' rule) in order to get
round the rules of the
recipient country.

If the two countries can-
not agree among them-
selves, all that evidence
has to go before the
European Commission,
which in effect becomes
the adjudicator based on
Community law, rather
than either of the coun-
tries involved.

It seems clear from the wording of the directive that
these are meant to be tough tests that will winnow
out frivolous or trivial complaints, or those made for
competitive rather than social reasons. One effect of
the directive is that the lV regulator in one country
does not have to comply with the regulations issued
by the regulator of another country.

The 'country of origin' rule

There has been great relief that the directive retains
and re-confirms the 'country of origin' rule under
which the responsibility for regulating a lV or lV-like
service rests with the country in which that service is

based, and if a service is approved and regulated in
one country, then it becomes legal and legitimate in
all other countries of the EU.

This was a corner-stone of the previous directive,
and is consonant with the more general current
policy of the EU of 'subsidiarity', whereby regula-
tion should take place at the lowest level possible,
consistent with the aims of the European Union.
However, some countries had wanted at least some
EU-wide regulations governing all services, notably
on advertising for alcohol, but they have had to be
content with the two-stage inter-country complaints
procedure.

Amount of advertising

The detailed rules on the amount and placement
of advertising have in some respects relaxed and
made more flexible. On the other hand, rules are still
there. The daily advertising limits are to be removed
and hourly advertising limits simplified, so that
advertising breaks can be inserted whenever the
parties wish.

Advertising will however continue to be restricted
to 12 minutes in any given hour, and films, current
affairs programmes and news cannot be interrupted
more than once in any period of 30 minutes. Only if
a childrens' programme is over 30 minutes long can
it be interrupted by one ad break in each 30 minute
period, and during that time certain types of adverts

including those for junk foods.

Short reportsJ extracts

The right of other broadcasters
to get and use short extracts or
short reports on major sporting
(and maybe other) events when
the main rights belong to a differ-
ent organisation, is emphasised
in the directive.

It mirrors existing actual practice
in many EU countries, but may
need legislative underpinning

even in those countries. These extracts should not
exceed 90 seconds, but the terms of use should be
"fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory".

Strength of regulation in newer EU member
states

Some ask whether there will be issues of compli-
ance in the newer EU member states, some with
perhaps no or (in the view of some) bizarre content
regulation. Ensuring uniformity of application of the
new rule book may not be an easy ride. Some fear
that there will be regulatory fragmentation, with con-
sequent problems.
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Protection of minors has not been a controversial issue.

The directive places great emphasis on protection
of minors, especially in relation to advertising of so-
called 'junk foods'. But some worry that the rules are
already too tough, and may have a negative effect
by decreasing the financial support for making chil-
dren's programmes, when the actual impact on e.g.
obesity has not (they say) been proven.

Advertising is not the root of the problem, they
argue, so that a ban is not the answer.

The Internet

The directive says that certain services which are
TV-like and European, should be regulated. But the
Internet carries some such services and is global
and international, without clear points of interven-
tion. This is a dilemma. But there are nevertheless
means available, such as filtering tools, action by
Internet Service Providers and increased media lit-
eracy in the audience.

Media literacy

Promotion of media literacy among ordinary viewers
and users is strongly emphasised in the directive. A
right of reply is underlined, and could be extended to
the online environment, says the directive.

The challenge can be defined as giving the audi-
ence the same degree of confidence in watching
certain parts of the Internet as they have tradition-
ally (and imperfectly) had in television broadcasting.
That is not the same as regulating the Internet.

The E-Commerce Directive
Those with impairment

The directive contains an obligation on media serv-
ice providers to improve access to those services for
people with visual and hearing problems

The EU E-Commerce Directive clearly applies to
certain kinds of TV and TV-like services, and the
AVMS directive makes it clear that it prevails if there
is a conflict with the E-Commerce Directive.

Economic impact assessment Is it future-proof?

Some argue that only a much more
liberal regulatory system can stand
the test of time. The directive will be
transposed into national law by 2009,
but what will the media landscape
look like even in 2009?

Can the directive keep up with a fast-changing
industry? That appears to be the main question. For

how long will it be fair or practicable
that traditional media be more regu-
lated than newer media? There will
be a convergence issue.

A lot of material in the directive dates
back to its predecessor of 1989, so
by then will be 20 years old. Moreo-

ver, the definitions of what is and is not linear or
non-linear cannot last long. So how flexible can the
directive be? Despite this, some say that overall, the
directive represents a fully workable system.

**** ** ** *
***

European content

The directive leaves
largely untouched
the rules on mini-
mum European
content. Some hate
quotas, but they do
have the positive
purpose of nurturing
creative content.

Economists argue that the value, or otherwise, of
the directive cannot be judged without a proper
economic impact
assessment to
underpin arguments
about regulation.

But how can you enforce quotas in a 500 channel
non-linear media universe that is driven by the user?
There will be a big challenge of enforcement, espe-
cially when there are ways round the quota system
by e.g. off-shore sourcing.

On-demand providers

The directive opens the way for providers of on-
demand programme services to invest in new
content, so opening up a new source of support for
the creative industries. France Telecom is one such
operator which has indicated that it will do this. This
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